
Project 6 - Discovery: Convergence

Objective: To use loops in MATLAB, to explore and discover properties about the convergence of sequences.
Outcome:

• Conjectures about the convergence of recursive sequences.

1. Back to MATLAB

1. Start up MATLAB. Remember to set your directory to My Documents

2. No new commands today, but review for-loops if needed.

2. Sequences and Convergence

1. In mathematics a sequence is an infinite list of numbers, which we’ll use MATLAB notation to denote as x(1), x(2), x(3), . . ..
The nth term is x(n).

2. One of the fundamental questions about a sequence is whether it converges or not, i.e. is there a number L such that
limn→∞ x(n) = L? From the definition of limit, this means that given any tolerance ε > 0 we can come up with a (large)
integer N such that for any n > N , |x(n)− L| < ε.

3. Examples: limn→∞ 1/n = 0. limn→∞(2n+ 1)/(3n+ 2) = 2/3. limn→∞ sin(n) has no limit.

4. One way to see whether or not a sequence might have a limit is to plot the sequence and see if it tends toward a fixed value as n
gets large.

5. There is a special type of sequence called a recursive sequence for which the n+ 1st term depends only on the previous term(s).
For example, most are familiar with the Fibonacci sequence for which each term is the sum of the previous two terms, i.e.
x(n + 1) = x(n) + x(n − 1). Another example is a geometric sequence where each term is a constant multiple of the previous
term, i.e. x(n+ 1) = r x(n).

4. To Do and Turn In

1. For a geometric sequence x(n + 1) = r x(n) we know that if |r| < 1 then the sequence converges to 0 and if |r| > 1 then the
sequence doesn’t converge. If r = 1, it converges to x(1) and if r = −1 is doesn’t converge. For this project, you are going to
explore two families of recursive sequences and try to make a conjecture about when it does converge and when it doesn’t.

2. Sequence 1: x(n+ 1) = ax(n) + b.

Type or copy and paste this code into a new m-file:

% study of a recursive sequence; x(n+1) = a x(n) + b

a = input(’Enter a: ’); % get a
b = input(’Enter b: ’); % get b
x(1) = rand(1); % get random starting value
for n = 1:100 % loop 100 times

x(n+1) = a*x(n) + b; % apply recursive rule
end
plot([1:101],x,’.’) % plot results

Run this for different values of a and b. From the results, come up with some rule involving a and b that might be useful in
determining if the sequence converges or not. For example you might find a range of values for a and b that produce convergent
sequences.

After you have a rule, test it. Does it always produce convergent sequences? If not, see if you can modify your rule. If your break
the rule, does the sequence not converge? If not, maybe you can make your rule stronger.

When you feel you have the best rule you can, write it in the comment section on the assignment.

3. Sequence 2: x(n+ 1) = λx(n)(1− x(n)).

Type or copy and paste this code into a new m-file:

% study of a recursive sequence; x(n+1) = lambda x(n) (1-x(n))

lambda = input(’Enter lambda: ’); % get lambda
x(1) = rand(1); % get random starting value
for n = 1:100 % loop 100 times

x(n+1) = lambda*x(n)*(1-x(n)); % apply recursive rule
end
plot([1:101],x,’.’) % plot results
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Run it for different values of λ between 0 and 4. As for the previous sequence, explore and see if you can produce some sort of
’convergence rule’.

When you have a rule you believe in, put it in the comment section for the Assignment

4. You are done, so submit your Assignment and do the survey.
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